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Reviewer’s report:

Minor Essential Revisions

1. Line 134 reads: likewise, among subjects treated for TB, most had been treated in the 1990s;.... What does most mean? It is better to give actual proportion and time from treatment to enrolment to the study.

2. Line 167 on the issue of exposure to environmental mycobacteria as origin of CP antibodies in group 0 (group not exposed to TB). It would be nice for the authors to mention that this could a limitation of measuring CPs in places where there is high exposure to environmental mycobacteria. And also mention application of this method maybe limited where BCG vaccination is routine (high burden countries mostly).

3. Line 171 reads: TB in young children is a primary disease... This sentence and the sentences that follow are not very clear in what they are trying to put across. Maybe it should be rephrased.
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